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Abstract
Interactive Multi-Objective Optimisation is an increasing ﬁeld of evolutionary and swarm
intelligence-based algorithms. By involving a human decision, a set of relevant non-dominated
points can often be acquired at signiﬁcantly lower computational costs than with a posteriori
algorithms. A rarely addressed issue in interactive optimisation is the design of eﬃcient user
interfaces and the application of interactive optimisation as a design tool in engineering appli-
cations. This paper presents advances in the design of user interaction and and user interfaces
in combination with interactive multi-objective particle swarm optimisation algorithm. The
case study used for this research is an actively investigated aeronautics engineering problem.
Keywords: Interactive optimisation, user interface design, multi-objective optimisation, engineering
design
1 Introduction
In real-world applications optimisation problems often require simultaneous optimisation
against several conﬂicting objectives. In general, no global optimum exists that satisﬁes all
relevant objectives. Instead, objectively, the solution to such a problem presents itself as a set
of points which cannot be further improved in any of their objectives without a detrimental
eﬀect on at least one other objective. Without loss of generality, a multi-objective optimisation
problem (MOP) can be stated as:
minimise f(x) = {f1(x), f2(x), ..., fm(x)}
fk∈[1,m] : Rn → R, ∀x ∈ S ⊆ Rn
(1)
Parameter vectors x ∈ Rn are subject to boundary constraints forming the feasible space S,
commonly denoted parameter space. Its image, subject to f , is the objective space.
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A decision vector x1 is said to dominate another decision vector x2, denoted x1 ≺ x2, iﬀ
f(x1, i) ≤ f(x2, i), ∀i ∈ 1, ...,m and ∃i ∈ 1, ...m : f(x1, i) < f(x2, i). The set of globally non-
dominated decision vectors is the Pareto-optimal set, its counterpart in objective space is the
Pareto-front.
The dominance relation represents a partial order of the decision vectors. Equal importance
of all objectives assumed, vectors in the Pareto-optimal therefore represent the formal solution
to the MOP. However, in practical applications only one or, at most, a small number of solutions
are required. Commonly this is achieved by invoking a human decision maker (DM) to provide
their subjective preferences. Depending on when these preferences are captured in relation
to the search process, multi-objective optimisation methods can be categorised as a priori, a
posteriori or interactive algorithms, respectively.
In a priori methods invocation of the decision maker occurs prior to beginning the optimi-
sation process. While eﬀective methods for modelling and integrating a priori preferences into
the search exists, approaches in practice often suﬀer from the diﬃculty of accurately articulat-
ing preferences for a yet unknown problem domain. The eﬀectiveness of some methods can be
further reduced when applied to problems with concave Pareto-fronts.
In contrast, in a posteriori approaches preferences are not utilised until after the search is
completed, commonly in a separate post-analysis step. Algorithms of this class attempt to ﬁnd
a comprehensive approximation to the entire Pareto-front. A posteriori methods rank among
the most popular for a broad range of MOPs. However, their computational cost is generally
considered to be higher than methods of the other classes and the additional cost and eﬀort
for an eﬀective post-analysis is often disregarded. Their computational cost for problems with
four or more objectives is often considered to be prohibitive.
In interactive methods preferences are captured and reﬁned progressively during the opti-
misation process. This puts the DM in a position to build an understanding of the topology
of the problem domain while gradually directing the search towards regions of interest. Inter-
active methods generally perform favourably in terms of ﬁnding desirable results at compu-
tational costs lower than by a comparable a posteriori approach. The more focussed search
also allows more eﬀective handling of problems with four or more objectives, commonly called
many-objective problems, where most a posteriori methods drop signiﬁcantly in eﬀectiveness.
A limitation of interactive approaches is their requirement for human interaction at multiple
times during the optimisation process.
The ability for the decision maker to gain a better understanding of the problem, as well
as the reduced computational cost and handling of larger numbers of objectives have triggered
a growing interest in interactive methods in recent years. An indication of this trend can be
observed in the reviews by Jaszkiewicz and Branke [16] and Purshouse et al. [23]. However,
the focus largely lies on the integration of Multi-Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) with only
a small proportion of work focussing on other ways of user interaction.
The comprehensive work available in MCDM provides an attractive and well supported
foundation for decision making. A limitation of MCDM is that the structured nature of decision
capturing, to an extent, dictates the way the user has to interact with the system based on
algorithmic necessities rather than user requirements. While the performance of user interfaces
is hard to evaluate, human fatigue is a frequently discussed issue in the literature.
A diﬀerent approach to interaction based on user-centric visual interfaces was identiﬁed in,
e.g. [12, 23]. However, methods of this category are still extremely rare. The concept behind
this is to provide information to the user in a way they can handle eﬃciently and integrate
decision making in an intuitive, non-obstructive way. Emphasis is placed on facilitating a better
understanding of the decision space by the user and reduced fatigue through more targeted
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interaction.
In a previous study, the authors have developed such a system based on multi-objective
particle swarm optimisation (MOPSO)[12]. The prototype featured a static user interface
using parallel coordinates [14] for the visualisation of non-dominated candidate solutions and a
scatter-plot to allow plotting any two parameters or objectives against each other. In addition,
each candidate solution, in this case an airfoil shape, could be selected and graphically inspected.
Results from this work compared favourably to a contemporary a posteriori approach.
Given the success of the approach, a future path for this kind of interaction was developed
in collaboration with aeronautics engineers and a range of improvement to the user interface
and the method of interaction were developed. In this paper the prototype for the resulting
new user interface and the improved interaction methodology are presented.
The remainder of this paper has the following structure. Related work on interactive op-
timisation and visualisation will be discussed in section 2. Advances to the user interface and
the method of interaction will be presented in Section 3 and 3 respectively. An outline of the
underlying architecture and implementation is given in 4. Summarising remarks and a brief
outlook on future work can be found in Sections 5 and 6.
2 Related Work
Interactive optimisation was originally developed in Operations Research. Within Operations
Research, decision making formally developed into the ﬁeld of Multi-Criteria Decision Making
(MCDM). Optimisation techniques using meta-heuristics, e.g. based on Evolutionary Algo-
rithms or Swarm Intelligence, largely focussed on a posteriori and, to a lesser extent, a priori
approaches, with interactive methods representing a comparatively small niche [23, 9, 24, 26].
A majority of publications primarily focussed on tackling the algorithmic integration of
MCDM with evolutionary algorithms or, to a lesser degree, other meta-heuristics. Capturing
of preferences is usually performed by asking the DM to perform pairwise comparisons, rank
solutions or specify goal vectors in objective space. Preference models, e.g. in the form of utility
functions, are then constructed based on these preferences and used to augment the dominance
relation accordingly. Such approaches include the works by Deb and Kumar [6], Deb et al [7],
Sinha et al [25] and Yadav et al [27]. A method for discrete optimisation was presented by
Phelps and Ko¨ksalan [21]. A non-evolutionary algorithm-based approach was developed by
Agraval et al. [1] integrating a utility function Multi-Objective Particle Swarm Optimisation.
Extensive reviews of the current literature can be found in the reviews by Jaszkiewicz and
Branke [16] and Purshouse et al. [23].
User interfaces for the majority of approaches are limited to showing plots or numerical data
for selected points with user interface design generally limited to capturing information required
for the respective MCDM approach. A more user-interface centric approach was developed by
Fonseca and Fleming [11] with further developments by Fleming et al. [10]. The multi-objective
genetic algorithm (MOGA) presented captures aspirations and, in later versions priorities, from
the decision maker. A parallel coordinates chart of the objective space is presented to the DM
from which a desired solution can be selected and used as goal information.
A user interface for various MCDM-based methods was developed by Deb and Chaudhuri
[5]. Their application, termed I-MODE, uses scatterplots to visualise the objective space for
problems with two or three objectives. Preference information can be captured for use with
either the weighted sum approach, a utility function based approach, Chebyshev function-based
methods or trade-oﬀ information. The use of scatterplots currently limits the applicability to
problems with more than three objectives.
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A commonality between these approaches is limitation of visual representations to the objec-
tive space. This stands in partial contrast to the goal of enabling the decision maker to increase
their understanding of the problem and further rules out the possibility for the decision maker
to form preferences based on parameter values. While outside the scope of common MCDM
methods, such preferences can have practical value in, for example, engineering applications,
where computational models cannot accurately capture all aspects of manufacturability and
durability of design that a design expert can identify [18, 17].
In contrast to this, post analysis techniques, as used in a posteriori methods, frequently
aim to present this data to the decision maker allowing selection based on domain expertise
and requirements. Data representation is usually done using sophisticated visualisation tools
to facilitate visual analysis. Examples of such post analysis tools are the Heatmap visualisation
by Pryke et al. [22] and the parallel coordinates-based works by Kipouros et al. [20, 19], based
in parts on the works by Inselberg [14, 15].
An initial approach to extend Heatmap visualisation to a user interface for interactive opti-
misation was developed by Hettenhausen et al.[12]. The approach allowed the decision maker
to explore known solutions, including dominated ones, via a dynamically adjustable heatmap.
Points could be selected as preferred guide particles for a MOPSO algorithm. While the method
allowed focussing on a region of interest with good accuracy, a shortcoming of the approach
was the high frequency of interactions required.
The authors’ previous approach [13] was based on an even stronger focus on techniques used
in post analysis. The method captures preferences in the form of preferred ranges in parameter
space, relying on human expertise to determine desirable solutions and guiding a MOPSO algo-
rithm accordingly. The user interface was primarily visual, using parallel coordinates to present
parameters and objectives of known non-dominated solutions. In addition, the decision maker
can select any two axes to visualise in a scatterplot. A visual inspection of rendered candidate
solutions could be opened by clicking on a solution in either plot, which also highlights the point
in the other visualisation modes. In addition to using preferences as guidance information, the
underlying algorithm also employs virtual guide particles used to drive the search to selected
regions with currently no, or only few, solutions.
Work on this method has continued in collaboration with aeronautics engineers and using
a real-world optimisation problem. The outcome of this, regarding user interface design and
method of interaction, will be discussed in the following sections.
3 User Interface for Interactive Optimisation
The user interface developed as part of Interactive MOPSO in Hettenhausen et al.[13] provided
a way for the decision maker to employ three linked visualisations to analyse the known, non-
dominated solutions and articulate their preferences in the form of constraints in parameter
space. In this ﬁrst iteration, a static layout with ﬁxed components was used, limiting the user
to one scatterplot and a view of one selected candidate solution, in addition to the Parallel
Coordinates chart. Using the airfoil case-study, this user interface was tested and evaluated
in collaboration with aeronautics engineers and a detailed plan for improvements to the user
interface, the method of interaction and the algorithm was developed. The work presented in
this paper represents the advances made to the user interface and the method of interaction
based on this evaluation. Inspiration was also taken from established post-analysis tools, as,
for example, used by Kipouros et al. [20, 19].
To achieve more ﬂexibility, the static layout of the application was removed and and replaced
with a newly created dynamic “Desktop” like environment, making it possible to move GUI
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Figure 1: User Interface Overview. The selected solution is highlighted in green in the parallel
coordinates plot and red in the scatterplot. The third window shows a 3D model of the candidate
solution.
elements around freely. It also makes it possible to create and remove graphs dynamically based
on requirements. A screenshot of the new environment is shown in Figure 1. The core principal
of the user interface, i.e. the idea to let the user interact via a primary graphical representation
of the entire space of available solutions, concretely the parallel coordinates plot, has remained
structurally similar.
Despite this conceptual similarity, a range of changes have been made to how the visuali-
sation can be used. Graphs can now be dynamically created and removed, allowing multiple
scatter-plots of diﬀerent axes to be shown at the same time. Additional linking makes it pos-
sible to select individual points or ranges in any of the plots, with selections in the other plots
appearing accordingly. In the same way, multiple points can be visualised as 3D models at
the same time, allowing comparison of two or more concrete candidate designs. At present
this visualisation is still limited to the physical model. However, an extension integrating ﬂow
visualisations and other performance characteristics is under development.
As common in visualising results from multi-objective optimisation, the set of solutions
shown in plots is limited to the currently known non-dominated set by default. To observe
the progression of a search and more easily detect some connections between parameters and
objectives, the decision maker can add historic solutions to the visualisation as well.
While most of these features can be found in various post analysis tools, most of their
functionality has, to the authors’ knowledge, not been applied to ongoing analysis and decision
maker in interactive optimisation.
sectionInteractive Optimisation with MOPSO The user interface was built to facilitate dis-
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covery of the problem and decision making in a ﬂexible manner. In this section core elements
of the workﬂow for interactive MOPSO will be discussed. In summary, the DM can commu-
nicate preferences by either creating boundary constraints on parameters where desired, or set
individual parameters to ﬁxed values or set desirable ranges on one or more of the objectives.
Additional ﬂexibility was also added to the virtual guide particle feature introduced in [12].
Virtual guide particles allow the algorithm to try and expand the range of parameter values
by creating virtual guides rather than using archived solutions. Virtual guides are constructed
using a combination of known good parameter values and points generated based on ranges pro-
vided by the DM. Their development was motivated by fact that in search spaces with sparsely
distributed valid decision vectors eﬀective guidance of the swarm and expansion into desirable
search areas of the search space becomes increasingly diﬃcult. While a decision may have a
clear idea for a desirable range for one or several parameters, constructing a valid parameter
vector based on this idea is rarely feasible. Targeted selection of desirable guide particles, on
the other hand, can be a possible solution but, for common heuristics, may not successfully
lead to an expansion of the search space if the infeasible area is suﬃciently large. At what
point this occurs depends on the diversity of known good points, the sparsity of the space and
the mechanics by which the algorithm combines known good points to produce new candidate
solutions. In the case of PSO, new candidates are generated from linear combinations of known
good solutions. A constant factor combined with a constrained random variable are used to
limit and vary the inﬂuence of the chosen guide particles. Virtual guide particles provide an
elegant addition in that they integrate with the algorithm without changing its mechanics while
at the same time adding a means to bias the search towards a speciﬁc region of the search space
without requiring knowledge of an actually feasible point in this area. This method proved
to be eﬀective in overcoming patches of infeasible space and directing the search to desirable
regions for varying numbers of parameters. To allow more control over this feature, additional
controls allow the DM more ﬁne-grained control over the frequency and extent of virtual guide
particles, values previously set as static probabilities.
Initialisation After an experiment is created from scratch, i.e. based on a population of
randomly generated parameter vectors, interaction is generally not beneﬁcial until a reasonable
population of non-dominated points is found. While this represents a common case, the decision
maker is also given the option to start with a full or partial population generated by another
experiment or simply based on known good points acquired by other means. In this case,
interactions may be useful from the beginning. In the case of a new start, prior knowledge may
be applied immediately. However, practical experiments have shown that limiting diversity of
the population very early on can have a detrimental eﬀect to the progress due to the sparsity
of valid conﬁgurations in parameter space.
User Interaction The sparsity of publications addressing the user interface side of interactive
optimisation and aspects usability suggests that this problem is a major challenge in the ﬁeld.
Consequently, few real world applications appear to employ interactive optimisation. The user
interaction presented here draws its justiﬁcation from empirical but widely established post
analysis techniques commonly used in combination with a posteriori methods in engineering
and other disciplines, notably the focus on visual representations and the interaction with the
parameter space stem from these approaches.
In a typical interaction, the decision maker will be presented with the parallel coordinates
representation of the known non-dominated set. A beneﬁt of this representation is that high
dimensional spaces can be represented in an intuitive and simple way. Common implementations
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Figure 2: The scatterplot of objective three and four is used to to compare to designs. The
selected points are highlighted in the scatterplot.
Figure 3: Parallel Coordinates and Scatter plot are used to analyse the relation of Parameter
19 to objective 2 and 3 and mark a range.
of parallel coordinates further include the possibility to select ranges for solutions and remove
or visually distinguish between solutions that match the selected range(s).
In this interactive method, the decision maker can use sliders to select, analyse and discover
patterns in the data and to select ranges based on domain expertise or because they correlate
strongly with solutions deemed desirable. Diﬀerent parameters will correlate to such solutions
to varying degrees, ranging from no correlation at all, to a clear link between a parameter
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value and a certain type of candidate point. The option to also show solutions from previous
iterations in the graph can aide the decision maker in ﬁnding patterns in the data, particularly
when the set of known non-dominated solutions is small.
Due to its capability of visualising the entire space in one graph, parallel coordinates was
chosen as the primary interface for the user to interact with and manipulate the data. Scat-
terplots are available as a supplementary representation of the data. The decision maker can
add any number of scatterplots specifying dimensions to be plotted against each other per plot.
This representation allows further analysis of correlations between two dimensions and allows,
for example, highlighting links between two parameters the DM might ﬁnd interesting, or show-
ing the relation between a parameter and an objective. Selections in one scatterplot are also
highlighted in all other plots, including the parallel coordinates and may be used to articulate
preferences. The capability to dynamically create additional graphs was added to enable the
decision maker to perform side by side comparisons of correlations between dimensions, or of
multiple individual solutions.
To evaluate individual candidate solutions more eﬀectively, an interactive 3D plot can be
opened for each point. An example showing both plots and two selected candidate solutions is
shown in Figure 2.
Instead of ﬁxed intervals for decision making, updates to preferences can be made at any
time during the search and updated preferences are used from that point onwards. In practical
experiments, ﬁxed intervals were often perceived as a limitation, as sometimes a decision maker
had to wait several iterations to make a change based on a new observation.
For parameter values identiﬁed as desirable, an appropriate range can then be selected that
will be used as a constraint by the algorithm. This can either be done to limit a parameter
to a small range or to set a lower or upper limit and allow exploration in the open direction.
Ranges can be speciﬁed far beyond known solutions to facilitate exploration in that direction
(see Figure 3). If such a range is speciﬁed, the algorithm will start generating virtual guide
particles in this area. The frequency of random guide particles being used for new candidate
points can be adjusted depending on how much emphasis the decision maker wants to set on
furthering expansion of the search into this area. On the other hand, the possibility to ﬁx
parameters to speciﬁc values was added, eﬀectively removing the parameter from the search
and reducing dimensionality of the problem. This step can also be found in other post analysis
processes.
Empirically this form of interaction generally yields good results. However, in some cases
the DM may choose to simply set a goal direction in one or more objectives. In response, the
possibility to select ranges on objectives was added and the algorithm was modiﬁed to take
both types of preferences into account when choosing guide particles and creating virtual guide
particles. An adaptive model to more accurately handle this combination is currently under
development.
Finishing an Experiment Other than for a priori and a posteriori approaches, explicit
stopping conditions are generally not needed for interactive optimisation, with the exception of
comparative studies where an equivalent budget of iterations or function evaluations is given to
the competing methods. Instead the decision maker can freely choose to end the search when
a satisfactory outcome has been achieved or no further progress is made. An addition in the
framework presented is the option to revert to a previous iteration to start another search from
that point with diﬀerent preferences. This caters to the possibility that more than one area of
the search space is of interest to the decision maker.
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4 System Architecture
Engineering design has increasingly evolved into a team process, across institutions and organ-
isations. Consequently, the ability to easily access software and data from multiple sites and
collaborate and share results and experiments was an important design aspect of the system.
The user interface was implemented using current web-technologies, allowing users access
via a standard compliant web-browser. The web-interface is driven by a Python-based web-
application serving experiment data and models as well as forwarding user input. A middle-ware
was developed in Python to store and process experiment data, manage interactive MOPSO
instances, in the following denoted as MOPSO, and interact with an HPC cluster.
In this architecture the web-application only provides a thin layer for handling input and
output requirements of the user-interface. The business logic is primarily implemented in the
middle-ware and made available via an XML-RPC-based API. This API allows retrieval of
experiment data and models for the 3D visualisation as well as functionality to create and
control experiments in the form of instances of MOPSO. Currently a Portable Batch System
(PBS)-based HPC cluster is used to evaluate candidate solutions. Job scheduling, monitoring
and result retrieval is handled by the middle-ware and is transparent to MOPSO and the user.
Communication with the cluster is handled via SSH with each candidate design being submitted
to the PBS job scheduler as a separate job. To ensure reliability and the ability to resume the
experiment, the state of each running instance of MOPSO and of all cluster jobs is stored in a
persistent database. This allows the system to recover from restarts, loss of connectivity and
lost HPC jobs in most situations.
All requirements for the user interface and visualisations could be satisﬁed with current
web-technologies, in particular SVG [4] and WebGL [8] in combination with the OpenSource
software libraries D3 [2] and ThreeJS [3].
The user interaction with MOPSO is currently designed for either a single decision maker
or, if desired, a group of decision makers agreeing on one set of preferences. The possibility to
synchronise selections to allow such group decision making from multiple sites is currently being
considered as a future extension. Collaboration focusses on the ability to make experiments
available to other users to discuss results and to create new experiments based on the ﬁnal,
or any intermediate historic state of any experiment. An experiment workﬂow can therefore
be to create a new experiment starting with a random population or pick up an interesting
state of another experiment and progress with diﬀerent preferences. In addition, all results and
historic states can downloaded as CSV (comma separated values) or JSON (JavaScript Object
Notation) ﬁles or analysed using the visualisations provided by the web-interface.
An added beneﬁt of a web-application from a development point of view is the possibility
to continuously roll out improvements to the system while requiring only minimal maintenance
intervals as changes can be made in one central location. Such future improvements will include
the possibility to add solution visualisations, such as the currently used 3D model, via a plugin
API, additional features for collaboration, metadata handling and additional algorithms for
interactive optimisation.
5 Conclusion
A user interface for interactive multi-objective optimisation with MOPSO was presented. A
range of improvements to the user interface, as well as to the interaction between the user and
the algorithm, were discussed in the context of the current literature on interactive optimisation
as well as the previous work the authors have done with the underlying algorithm and a prior
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web-based environment for interaction. Parallel advances to the underlying algorithm, e.g.
regarding the changed handling of preferences, are currently under investigation using a real-
world compressor blade optimisation problem for an aeronautics application. Results of the
algorithm performance and objective comparisons will be discussed in a separate publication.
The work presented in this paper is the result of collaboration with users of the system. Aspects
of usability were established empirically with users of the system and can be further supported
based on the use of established methods and techniques from post analyses.
6 Future Work
Future work on the project will focus on the reﬁnement of the user interaction and improving the
accuracy of capturing guidance information from the DM. Aside from more ﬁne-grained controls,
additional visualisation types, such as, for example, heatmap visualisation are conceivable.
Algorithmic development will be conducted in parallel.
On the implementation side, emphasis will be put on developing the current prototype into a
production ready system, allowing optimisation of arbitrary MOPs. Foremost this will include
a plugin architecture, as outlined in section 4.
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